FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Array Networks Announces eCloud™ Plug-In for VMware vCenter Orchestrator
(vCO)
Cloud management API provides seamless interaction between vCO and Array products to simplify the
automation of application delivery tasks.
MILPITAS, CA–June 24, 2014– Array Networks Inc., a global leader in application delivery networking,
today announces the immediate availability of its eCloud plug-in for VMware vCenter Orchestrator
(vCO). The eCloud plug-in for vCO enables workflows in support of both vAPV virtual ADCs and APV
Series physical ADCs, and enables automation of application delivery tasks such as scaling, application
provisioning and system maintenance. Leveraging the eCloud plug-in for vCO, IT administrators gain a
powerful tool for bringing essential application delivery functions under the umbrella of VMware’s
vCenter Operations Management Suite.
An increasing number of enterprises are taking advantage of cloud principles such as virtualization and
automation to streamline operations and maximize utilization of their IT infrastructure. Today, VMware
leads the way in both virtualizing infrastructure and providing a framework for centralized management
of virtualized data centers and private clouds. By providing application delivery software optimized to
run on VMware vSphere hypervisors, and providing a means for application delivery functions to be
managed and automated within a vCenter framework, Array continues to lead the way for ensuring
application availability, performance and security while reducing cost and complexity.
“Support for VMware vCO is an important step in Array’s strategy to operate seamlessly in cloud and
virtual environments,” said Michael Zhao, President and CEO of Array Networks. “Many customers have
reaped the benefits of virtualizing their data center infrastructure and are now taking the next step of
automating configuration management and service provisioning. With the eCloud plug-in for vCO, Array
gives customers an unprecedented ability to create workflows that spin up application delivery functions
when and where they are needed.”
Array’s eCloud plug-in for vCO broadens Array’s support for cloud management and orchestration,
which includes support for the OpenStack Load Balancing-as-a-Service (LBaaS) API and also provides
extensible APIs for integrating with proprietary cloud management systems such as those found at large
cloud service providers (CSP). In addition, eCloud provides cloud management integration for both
virtual and physical Array Networks application delivery solutions. For customers requiring a high degree
of scalability, Array APV Series physical appliances support up 120Gbps of throughput and up to 70K SSL
TPS; for customers needing agility in virtual environments, Array vAPV virtual appliances support a
broad range of industry-standard hypervisors including VMware vSphere, Citrix XenServer, Microsoft
Hyper-V, KVM and OpenXen.
“Array is proud to be among the first application delivery networking vendors to support integration
with VMware vCO,” notes Paul Andersen, Director of Marketing at Array Networks. “Whether the use

case is an enterprise or a cloud service provider, Array is committed to giving customers the products
and solutions they need to stay on the cutting edge of technology. Our eCloud plug-in for vCO is another
step in keeping Array at the forefront of cloud application delivery.”
About Array Networks
Array Networks is a global leader in application delivery networking with over 5000 worldwide customer
deployments. Powered by award-winning SpeedCore™ software, Array solutions are recognized by
leading enterprise, service provider and public sector organizations for unmatched performance and
total value of ownership. Array is headquartered in Silicon Valley, is backed by over 300 employees
worldwide and is a profitable company with strong investors, management and revenue growth. Poised
to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of mobile and cloud computing, analysts and thought
leaders including Deloitte, IDC and Frost & Sullivan have recognized Array Networks for its technical
innovation, operational excellence and market opportunity. To learn more, visit:
www.arraynetworks.com.
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